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By Gary Hall

The Law School Board of Consultants today voted to secede from Villanova University and to establish a free and independent state north of the Paoli Local Train Tracks. A spokesman for the Law School said the move was a response to the higher than any other school on campus.

Upon hearing the news, University President John M. Driscoll stamped his foot and said, "They can't do that! I won't allow it."

Driscoll defended the decision to charge the law students a much higher tuition than was charged to the undergraduates saying, "Do you think anyone would pay that much money to go to Villanova as an undergraduate? Everybody knows that no matter what the tuition is at the law school, there will be 600 suckers eager to pay it."

University officials acted quickly to quell the disturbance, immediately ordering the campus security force to storm the Law School. The assault was unsuccessful due to the fact that the security force is composed largely of law school grads who couldn't find better jobs in the tight Philadelphia area legal market. The troops mutinied.

They are still waiting for the law students to notice.

Next, the University officially decided to blockade the Law School, to prohibit law students from using other campus facilities. They are still waiting for the law students to notice.

VLS has decided that funding by tuition was an inefficient way to run the school, so a new plan will be implemented in the fall of 1981; pay as you go. In other words, each student will be equipped with a turnstile and students will pay as they enter class. They will pay only for those classes they attend. It is believed that this method will keep the faculty on its toes. Nielsen ratings for the most popular professors will be announced at the end of each week and any professor not drawing a crowd sufficient to pay his salary will be cancelled. Students greeted this news with pleasant surprise.

"Hey, that's great! The way I attend class, my 'tuition' will be just pennies a day. Besides, it will be really nice to find the price of attending school goes down during second and third year instead of up."

---

Contract Sports

Dick Bedesam, the former head football coach at Villanova University, has been appointed the first Director of the newly organized Garey Law School Athletic Department. The Administration feels that a sports program will gain more exposure for the school and raise the number of applicants. A successful athletic program will go a long way towards raising the level of contributions from the alumni, the administration said.

Bedesam said that "Although I am sorry to leave my players at Villanova, I felt that this was an important step in my career. At Garey Law School, I will have the chance to build an entire athletic program from the ground up."

Plans call for Rugby, Basketball and Soccer to be retained as interscholastic sports, adding Crew for men and Field Hockey for women. It was decided to add Field Hockey since most of the women at the Law School are from eastern prep schools and probably played in high school or college.

The teams will play a national schedule of many of the best amateur teams in the country. One of the more radical moves will be the granting of athletic scholarships covering tuition for most of the sports. Rugby will receive seven scholarships, and Basketball, Soccer and Crew will receive three each. No scholarships will be allocated for Field Hockey because it was felt that women's sports would not pay off in any exposure for the school.

Students gathered in the halls to celebrate the schism and to sing, "We will follow Abraham to the Promised Land."
Law school is an intense kind of place. And the competition can get oppressive sometimes, with everybody clawing their way for that big job on Wall Street (or at least Broad Street) or that slot on the Law Review masthead.

I think that the administration should and could do a few things to alleviate some of that pressure. I think that things would be much more laid back if, say, Moot Court was more like a TV game show. And if summer clerkships were doled out by a lottery system at an Atlantic City casino. And if every student got some kind of an award as consolation for losing the law review sweepsheets. Just a little something we could take home and show our mummy and daddy in return for that handout.

For the girl in the class who flirts with all the boys they'll do her work for her.

For the male student who is most skillful with his blow dryer.

The If-You've-Get-it- Flaunt-it Award — For the girl in the class who flirts with all the boys who are trying to lose weight.

The Vidal Sassoon Memorial Award — For the male student who is most skillful with his blow dryer.

The Mocket received an exclusive audience with Acting Honored One Abraham. H. O. Abraham described the interview which has clouded the path of an early resolution to the hostage crisis. One faction, led by H. O. Hyson is in favor of holding exams be a terrible nightmare? Will the physical torment? Yes, we can't belittle the psychological pressure. The if-you've-got-it-flaunt-it Award — For the student who brags about the most job offers and winds up as a parking attendant or singing quartet. The It's-all-Greek-to-me Award — For the student who can't seem to disguise his ignorance.

Mrs. Elizabeth Murphy has been named the Assistant Dean for Administrative Affairs. The post has been vacant since the beginning of this academic year when Professor Collins held the post, in order to resume his teaching duties full time.

"She was doing the job very well, just as she had done when Professor Collins held the post," said Dean Abraham. "I don't believe in doing everything just for the sake of doing it.

The Former, by contrast, is, in the words of Honored One Collins, "not a willing group. Despite the abuse, deprivation, and the weakened mental condition of the entire hostage community.

"We are not going to allow this situation to go on. We are not going to accept this kind of behavior. We are not going to allow this to continue." The Women’s Law Review. The latter is a big book with lots of footnote captions, no pictures and even fewer cartoons. The former, by contrast, is, in the words of its editor, "just another convenient legal fiction."

If any of you maliciously malign individual people may have ideas of following Carol Burnett into a $1.6 million role. What Kind Of Man Reads The Docket? (Look Muffy, A Profile For Us!) By Steven Graperhaus On this, their 191st day of captivity, let’s not forget our own reason for displaying yellow ribbons. Yes, we can’t belittle the plight of those 223 dedicated Americans in the first year class. The entire community wants to know what the future holds for those modern-day martyrs.

As you’ll recall, this indented group was isolated from the rest of the world in August of 1980. And still the outrageous horrores continue. Recently, representatives of a neutral accreditation panel visited the hostages. The panel members reported a wide disparity in the treatment received by different groups of students.

Some students are allowed to socialize on Wednesday nights, these are called the “Pine Tree 50%.” Other students, those sympathizing with or brainwashed by the regime, are forced to sit for long hours in tiny cubicles, translating tomes of legalese into incomprehensible scrawl.

The women have convinced the world of the weakened mental condition of the entire group. Despite the abuse, deprivation, and torture they still demand equal treatment. The crisis shows signs of coming to an end. Speaking for the Most Honored One O’Brien, Acting Honored One Abraham has announced an end to the hostage crisis. Will the hostages be subjected to severe mental and physical torment? Mrs. Murphy, the First Dean at any Law School in the country who does not hold a law degree, she was too busy to comment upon this, however.

One L’s: Hostage Professor Levin Bell Telephone of Pennsylvania announced that it was installing a "magic telephone" on the third floor of Garey Hall. It will complete the total information system that Bell has been working on for a number of years. "Professor Levin has been talking about the magic telephone for years now," A Bell spokesman said. "Now, students can use ours — and pay for it."

Mocket Profile What Kind Of Man Reads The Docket? (Look Muffy, A Profile For Us!) Name: Eugene P. Dougherty Nickname: Fridge Rational Relationship of Nickname to Name: None Present Position: None Former Positions: President, Student Bar Association Rational Relationship of Former Position to Present Position: They’re identical Interests: Interior Decorating; Winner of the 1981 Creative Designers Interiors Award; Winner of the 1981 Design Professor of the BSA Office; Polo, Halone and Tomato Omelettes; Jello Wrething; Slouching in Chairs; Yachting; Wearing multiple layers of sport shirts Favorite Books: Pacific Reporter, Winnie-the-Pooh Becomes a Rocket; Auto Mechanics Made Simple; Short Hills Social Register Favorite Songs: "Money Is An Ex-H.A.’s Best Friend"; "Hail To The Chief"; "Da Doo Doo Doo, Da Da Da Da Newspaper: The Mocket